Protecting Your
Debt Investments

Boarding Your
Assets with
Franklin Credit

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING FRANKLIN CREDIT
Thank you for choosing Franklin Credit Management Corporation to service your mortgage or other
debt investments.
This brochure is meant to queue-up the highly collaborative loan boarding process by reviewing the
activities and documents required for the proper integration of your loans with our account
information system.
While most of the cooperation will occur between our professionals and those of the loans’ current
servicer, you will see there are several points where the cooperation of your own professionals will
be appreciated as well.
Regulatory deadlines notwithstanding, please note that our ultimate goal is to transfer your loans as
thoroughly as possible in order to ensure service continuity and maximum protection of your assets. As
such, any and all documentation supporting your portfolio should be provided to our professionals as
promptly as possible.
Should your team members or the loans’ current servicer have any questions, please refer them directly
to me. We look forward to working with your team. And thank you again for selecting Franklin Credit
Management Corporation to service your debt portfolio.

Kathy Haak
Director, Client Relations
Franklin Credit Management Corporation
201-604-1800;ext. 4799
About Franklin Credit Management Corporation
Franklin Credit Management Corporation is a national loan management company that currently services more than 37,000
borrower accounts representing an aggregate principal balance of more than $1.6 billion.
Founded in 1989 and a pioneer in subprime origination and servicing since 1992, Franklin Credit Management provides
unmatched range and depth in servicing performing and distressed assets, with proven proficiency in many loan types
(simple interest, interest only and conventional, performing and nonperforming, firsts and seconds, ARMS, balloons) and
most portfolio types (bankruptcy- or foreclosure-only, multiple-strata) as well.
Franklin Credit also provides a full complement of portfolio investment management capabilities, including portfolio- and
loan-level valuation, pricing and cash flow models, appraisal and forensic due diligence, and closing-to-service expertise.
Now a leader in mortgage portfolio analysis and servicing, Franklin nonetheless remains true to its subprime origins,
prizing flexibility and borrower focus as keystones to maximizing client return on loan investment. Franklin Credit
Management Corporation’s unparalleled success with even the hardest to service loans and portfolios makes it the perfect
partner for today’s tumultuous mortgage investment environment.
Franklin Credit Management Corporation
101 Hudson Street, 25th fl.
Jersey City, NJ07302
201.604.1800
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PROPER BOARDING REQUIRES ADVANCE WORK

We handle many types of loan portfolio missions, including ARMs, balloons,
modifications, fixed-rate conversion options. So boarding should be automated

FRANKLIN CAN HANDLE
MOST LOAN TYPES...
 Principal & Interest
 Simple Interest

and easy, right?
Yes. And no.
It’s true that once your prior servicer’s data fields are mapped correctly to our
system, a push of the button will transfer a tremendous amount of data.
But depending upon the nature of the servicing to be done, there may be many

 Interest Only

other moving parts to consider.

 Residential Firsts,

For instance, for recovery work—loans that have been written off yet whose

ARMs, and Balloons

unsecured debt represents great latent potential—we don’t require a lot in the

 Seconds, HELOCS

way of loan file documents. But we likely will need to also board data from a

 Prime and Subprime

co-maker (a.k.a., co-borrower) file that contains charge-off data for each loan,

 Performing and
Nonperforming

 Charge-off/Recovery

as well as a file that contains data on legal actions such as judgments.
And if you have retained us to provide all aspects of loan servicing—issuing
monthly statements, providing escrow for first liens, tracking payments and
defaults, offering loan mods (particularly while borrowers are in bankruptcy or

AND A VARIETY OF
SERVICING SCENARIOS...

foreclosure)—well, then, there’s a whole lot more information required.
On the opposite page, you’ll find a quick guide outlining what needs to be
provided by who in order to expedite the boarding of your loans. Of course, your

 Securitized portfolios

portfolio needs will ultimately determine the final listing, but this should serve as

 Catch-all portfolios

a reasonable starting point.

 Sole Servicer

One of the most important things we seek from our clients is their input into the

 Multiple servicer
 Interim Servicer

Client Approval Matrix and Work Rules Matrix that our professionals will
develop to expedite portfolio servicing on both an everyday and an exceptional
basis. Samples of those matrixes are on the pages which follow, as is a sample
of the Limited Power of Attorney that the client must sign if we are to efficiently
execute on their behalf.
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THE CLIENT’S ROLE

You don’t have to get kneedeep in the details of loan
transference, but we do ask
you and your assigns roll up
your sleeves and actively
work with your Franklin Credit
Management Corporation
Client Liaison to develop a set
of guidelines that will govern
everyday portfolio activities
and exceptions.
We’ll need you to indicate
your disposition on many
issues, including what
services we should provide,
whether your loans should
participate in HAMP, whether
to accept credit card
payments, how to handle loan
modifications and partial
payments, what constitute
acceptable legal and appraisal
costs, how to handle
foreclosure approvals, and
predetermining REO
marketing strategies.
To the right are a Services
Matrix and a Work Rules
Matrix. Your Client Liaison
will work with you to
determine your organization’s
disposition on the items in the
left column of each.
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The Client’s Role
(continued)

Your comments in the Work Rules Matrix will help determine the scripts we give to
our collections agents at varying points in the loan servicing process. In the
example below, collectors are to first offer a refinance option to borrowers with
performing loans, but need not pursue refinancing for sub-performing loans. For
sub-performing first liens, the collector is to first suggest a settlement, followed by
homeowner relief (a program that incents the borrower to let us market their
property and head-off likely foreclosure), permanent relief and temporary relief. For
sub-performing second liens, however, the collector advances his dialogue with the
borrower from settlement directly to temporary relief.
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We will need your organization’s executed Limited Power of Attorney, the scope of which will vary depending upon
the work you ask us to do. In the example above, client sign-off enables Franklin Credit Management Corporation to
act as the client’s Attorney-in-Fact when it comes to executing such customary loan servicing transactions as loan
modifications, re-recordings of mortgage or Deed of Trust, providing escrow, subordinations of lien, negotiating
partial satisfactions, releases, deeds-in-lieu, and foreclosure listing and purchase and sale agreements.
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Loan Boarding—Primary Account Data

Data transference underpins every successful loan boarding. The more
information that can be transferred through automation, the less rekeying of
data will be required and the more time that can be devoted to proofing and
reconciling.

A WORD ABOUT
DATA SECURITY

Following are the steps we follow in processing the transference of primary
account data. Please note that we do not board unapplied funds—the loan will be
boarded, but the unapplied balance field will be left empty until the funds arrive:

Our Information Technology
(IT) Division is tuned into the
growing universe of
consumer confidentiality and
data integrity laws and
regulations.
In fact, they play a significant
role whenever we consider
retaining a new vendor,
vetting the vendor’s
confidentiality and security
controls to ensure the
vendor’s data security
methods will be as thorough
as ours.
This attention to data security
isn’t limited to our IT people,
either. All employees are
trained and annually tested in
the confidentiality
requirements of RESPA,
FDCPA, the Gramm-LeachBliley Act, and other federal
and state requirements as well.

 The loans’ current servicer provides us with a copy of your data, either by
physical media (e.g., file on CD, tape) or automated feed.
 Our Senior Database Administrator confirms receipt and, assuming the
system report agrees with the expected number of loans and aggregate
unpaid principal balance, notifies our Loan Boarding, Client Relations and
Servicing Division managers of the data’s arrival.
 Loan Boarding provides the current servicing agent with a copy of our
Transfer of Servicing Information sheet, data from which may be used to
populate the servicer’s Goodbye Letter, and a sample Goodbye Letter.
 Franklin Credit Management Corporation’s Database Administrator will map
the preliminary loan data to the company’s Test Database via the Loan
Setup Module in our Interlinq Loan Servicing system (a.k.a., ILS).
 Loan Boarding then sends the loans’ current servicer a data file template so
the servicer can prep the loan data for migration.
 When the loans’ current servicer returns with data mapped to our database,
Loan Boarding and IT load the data and examine every data field in a
randomly sampled one in 10 loans.
 Any issues are resolved with the loans’ current servicer.
 The loans’ current servicer provides our Loan Boarding Team with a copy of
its Goodbye Letter draft. Once approved by us, the letter may be released.
 We receive the current servicer’s final data at Service Release.
 We conduct another sampling of 10 percent of all accounts, to ensure data
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has boarded correctly.

A FINAL RECONCILIATION
Assuming the number of loans in the data file submitted by the client matches the
number of loans which were imported successfully, and that the aggregate unpaid
principal balances of the two loan groups match, the Boarding Manager
completes an Investor Approval Form, checks off the “Final Review of Trial
Balance” box, indicates whether the Trial Balance Report is attached, and
forwards the material on to your project executives for their final approval sign-off.
After we receive your executed approval:
 The loans are made active on our
borrower account information
system, ILS.
 During end-of-day processing,
ILS instructs our financial
printing vendor Harland
Systems to generate Hello
Letters and, where
applicable, monthly
Billing Statements,
and print and mail
them to your
borrowers.
 A Trial Balance is
generated and
circulated to
Servicing and
Accounting.
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Loan Boarding—Supporting Data

As noted, to fully service most portfolios, the supporting data for loans that are
in loss mitigation programs, bankruptcy, foreclosure, REO, or litigation will need

IN ANY ENVIRONMENT...

to be boarded into ILS. Our Loan Boarding Team either imports or manually
inputs the data from the supplementary reports provided by the loans’ prior

 Stress tests, which can
help you estimate
defaults, extensions, and
losses—and ultimately,
provision loan loss
reserves—are advised.

 The same goes for aging
reports, which can profile
where delinquent loan
build-ups are occurring
in your portfolio (e.g.,
concentration in second
mortgages that are 60+
days past due).

 Vintage reports can help
predict what percentage
of loans from a certain
vintage will become
“losses” (120 days past
due), and also predict
what percentage of their
underlying properties’
value will likely be
recoverable at sale.

servicer and registers the loans’ legal status.

INTERIM PAYMENTS
Once loans are boarded, Accounting monitors and reconciles the prior servicer’s
remittance reports for any interim payments that the prior servicer may be receiving.
The Funding Schedule drives the reconciliation process. Accounting compares
the trial balance generated upon activation of the loans against the Funding
Schedule, and the difference between each loan’s principal balance acquired
and principal balance transferred is recorded. Once Loan Boarding identifies
the loans with variances, it estimates the interim collections by calculating the
time between each loan’s due date and its activation date in the ILS system.
The number of payments are determined and multiplied by the monthly
payment to estimate the collection amount for each loan.
By summing up all of the variances, Loan Boarding arrives at the total interim
payment that is expected. If the prior servicer does not initiate a remittance
within seven days of the transfer, Loan Boarding contacts the servicer’s release
coordinator to request the remittance be wired to Franklin Credit forthwith.

 Franklin Credit’s
Servicing Division does
not conduct these
sophisticated investment
management analyses,
but the company’s
Portfolio Analytics Unit
can. When you’re ready,
ask your Client Servicing
Liaison for more details.

ESCROW
Borrower accounts that lack property hazard insurance and/or lag in paying
property taxes can pose considerable risk to your investments.
For first liens, we retain a specialist to monitor policy lapses in each of the 50 states and
alert us to the need to force-place hazard insurance. Escrow then pro-rates that cost
across the borrower’s future monthly payments. We also retain a tax tracking specialist to
monitor property tax delinquencies; unless client guidelines dictate otherwise, we
advance payments for those accounts that are failing to meet county and other taxing
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authority obligations

DO NOT CALL/CEASE & DESIST
We do not want to compromise the client’s rights to pursue debt obligations. So
if your loans’ prior servicer maintained fields and documents for borrowers who
do not want to be called or are otherwise best left alone, that information should

DOCUMENTS WE CAN
SAFEKEEP INCLUDE...
Servicing

be passed along to us as well.

Correspondence
Credit Report
Property Valuations

BANKRUPTCY LOANS

Application
Income Documentation

Similarly, we do not want to comprise client rights by improperly approaching a

Assignments

borrower in active bankruptcy. So while we will accept any data the prior
servicer has regarding a bankruptcy-involved loan, we perform a precautionary

Modifications
Credit Report

scrub of all incoming loans against the Banko national database.

Property Valuations
Application

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
It is anticipated that your prior servicer will provide us with electronic copies of

Income Documentation
Agreement
Legal

all loan file documents.
We also presume that your current custodian will remain responsible for all
“collateral documents” (e.g., original mortgage note, Deed of Trust, title)

Bankruptcy Documents
Bankruptcy Correspondence
Foreclosure Documents
Foreclosure Correspondence

and that you will authorize us to work directly with your custodian should we

Property Valuations

ever need to access those original documents.

Application
Income Documentation

However, should you require a new home for collateral and original loan file
content, our Document Management unit can secure your documents with an

Bankruptcy
Misc. Docs

appropriate custodian or archiver and assume responsibility for managing same.

Order/Notice
Petitions

FOR NEWLY ACQUIRED LOANS
If we will be servicing loans you have recently acquired with the assistance of

Reliefs from Stay
REO Properties
Property Valuations

our Loan Acquisitions professionals, the Loan Boarding Team will ask our Due

Title

Diligence unit to provide us with bar-coded, hard-copy credit files and their Due

Deed

Diligence Report. If the loans were acquired without Franklin Credit’s closing
acquisition and closing assistance, we will ask you or the loans’ current servicer
to provide copies of the credit files, etc.

Closing Documents
Escrow
Tax Receipts
Dec Pages
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What’s Required from the Prior Servicer

MOST IMPORTANT OF
ALL: CLEAN DATA
At a minimum, we expect to
receive a spreadsheet populated
with sufficient loan data to
pursue our assignment. Key
data fields include:

 Prior Account Number
 Name
 Phone Number
 Address
 Social Security
 Collateral Type
 Principal Balance
 Interest Rate
 Interest Method
 Next Due Date
 Last Payment Date
(crucial for calculating an
account's Statute of
Limitations)

 Escrow Balances
 Unapplied Balance
 Accumulated Fees
But as you can see from our
Data Mapping Assignment
sheets to the right, we’ll be
happy to take as many as 148
fields of primary loan data.
And 19 fields of insurance
escrow data. And 23 fields of
tax escrow data.
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TABLE CODES
A

ARM

B

Borrower

C
D

AccruedInterest
Delinquent

F

Flood

G

Legal

I
L

Insurance
Loan

LH

LienHolder

M

MailingAddress

P
PA

Property
Par cipa on

T

Tax

TD

TaxDisbItem

U
Y

UserDefindData
Payee
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What’s Required from the Prior Servicer
(continued)

This servicer provided a
hard-copy summary of the
portfolio summary reports
it sent along. Our boarding
pros will make sure your
supplementary account
information, which includes
loan modification, hazard
insurance, ARM histories,
foreclosure, bankruptcy and
REO data, gets boarded as
well.
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Your loan’s current servicer
should provide us with
copies of all servicing files
and documentation it has
inherited or generated. To the
left is a screen shot of a list
of supporting documents one
servicer provided to us for a
newly boarded account.

Critical information includes
the portfolio’s ending balance
and summaries of escrow
and unapplied balances.
Note the Loan-Level Detail
tab at the bottom of the
spreadsheet… this leads
to a listing of accounts
with unapplied funds,
funds we will deploy on
your behalf as soon as they
are received.
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WHAT WE’LL PROVIDE TO YOUR BORROWERS

The Hello Letter we send to
your borrowers within 15
days of the transfer of service
will depend on the nature of
the borrower’s account.
For full-service loans, we
send a Hello Letter
introducing Franklin Credit
Management Corporation.
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For recovery (unsecured)
loans, our Hello Letter is
terser, and practically
identical to our 30-Day
Collections letter.
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WHAT WE’LL PROVIDE TO YOUR BORROWERS
(continued)

If you’ve just acquired a portfolio, Franklin Credit Management Corporation can also
send out the mortgage loan transfer notice you are required to send mortgagors
under the Truth in Lending Act. There is an additional charge for mailing this
document, which must be sent under separate cover from the “Hello letter”.
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If your portfolio has escrow
accounts, each account will
receive an analysis of its past
escrow payments, as well as
escrow requirements for the
coming year. There is no
charge to either you or the
borrower for this service.
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WHAT WE’LL PROVIDE TO YOUR BORROWERS
(continued)

The Privacy Notice must
come from the mortgagee.
Alternately, you can contract
with Franklin Credit to
generate and distribute the
required annual mailings on
your behalf.
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CLIENT REPORTING

When you board your debt assets with Franklin Credit Management Corporation, you get optimal accountability at both the account and portfolio levels. Your
Client Liaison will not only push you daily reports, such as those listed below,
and monthly reports, but assigns a back-up liaison for your account.
Should you have a question about a procedure, trend or issue, your Liaison will
exercise direct-access rights to speak with the manager responsible, and can

FULL-SERVICE REPORTING
 Trial Balance

even arrange to have them speak directly with you.
 Principal and Interest
Collections

 Prepaid Loans
 Delinquent Loans
 Curtailments
 Payoff/Foreclosure
Collections

 Remittances
 Loan Transfers
 Cut-off Summary
 REO
 Liquidation
 Foreclosures and
Abandonment
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WE KNOW YOU REQUIRE MUCH MORE THAN PROMISES TO PAY

When you board your debt assets with Franklin Credit Management

OUR STATE-OF-THE-ART
SYSTEMS PROVIDE...

Corporation, you contract with a partner who fully understands the commitment
you’ve made. We know you look to us to assume full responsibility
for all asset administration activities, including borrower services

 Multiple data delivery
methods

 Maximum scalability
 Secure client and
borrower information

such as monthly statements, insurance and tax escrow,
payment processing, payoffs and satisfactions and loss
mitigation programs, as well as mortgagee services such as
ARM rate resets, collections campaigns, default management,
recovery campaigns, property preservation, property management and
sales, and portfolio reporting. And we know you expect us to help maximize

 External network
monitors ensure integrity
of environment

 A Disaster Recovery Plan
that includes a redundant
hot site; all critical data is
replicated in real-time

your investment.
Franklin Credit’s ability to provide a full complement of asset administration
services across most types of loans and conditions—prime, sub-prime, HELOC,
balloon, performing, non-performing, charged-off—across all 50 states means
most clients do not have to assign and manage portions of their portfolio across
multiple servicers. That translates into more cohesive reporting and better

 Best-of-breed automated
servicing software
integration

targeted opportunities. Read: More value!
There are other benefits, too. We maintain long-time relationships with
experienced vendor networks that provide reliable, national, coverage. This
ability to quickly deploy expert, local, legal and real estate professionals to
negotiate myriad municipal, county, and state requirements reduces your risk.
It also often translates into significant cost savings when it comes to appraisals,
property inspections, and judgment, bankruptcy and foreclosure proceedings.
And should circumstances ever require you’ll have direct access to our peers,
Franklin Credit portfolio acquisition and analytics professionals who are expert in
portfolio and loan-level (forensic) due diligence, as well as portfolio stratification,
valuation, cash flow and liquidation modeling, and sales vs. hold analytics.
In short, when you board your loans with Franklin Credit Management
Corporation, you gain access not only to a full array of loan servicing
capabilities, but to a truly national, integrated, network of accomplished
professionals who strive to reduce your risks and costs and help make
the most of your investment as well.
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